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Summary
The study is devoted to the analysis of influence of various cultural festivals in St. Petersburg on development of creative industries in the city. The definition of prospects of the development of culture of «Russia's Northern Capital» demands the analysis of an existing scientific and administrative discourse concerning interaction in a city on Neva the rich cultural heritage and new creative industries. The situation of St. Petersburg as a large European cultural center and one of the important cities of the Russian Federation allows to define prospects of its development as «creative city». It includes also the analysis of cultural, social and economic consequences of the development of festival movement.
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The purpose of the research is the survey of cultural festivals ways of interaction in Saint Petersburg the rich cultural heritage and the creative industries. The main objective of the article is the analysis of influence of various cultural festivals in St. Petersburg on the development of creative branches in the city. The methodological base of the study of the Petersburg cultural festivals includes wide complex of methods applied by philosophy and cultural study for system research of the phenomena of culture. These are comparative historical, hermeneutical and functional methods.

The urgency of the given research is caused by a number of circumstances. Firstly, determination of the cultural development prospects of «Russia's Northern Capital» demands the analysis of an existing scientific and administrative discourse concerning interaction of rich cultural heritage and new creative industries. Secondly, the analysis of the Petersburg festivals as an example of rise and distribution of creative cultural products can serve as a starting point for study of interaction of creative industries and classical cultural heritage in other branches of economy. Thirdly, the unique dichotomy of St. Petersburg as a large European cultural center and one of economic, scientific, educational, social and cultural leaders of the Russian Federation allows to define prospects of its development as «creative city». It includes also the analysis of social, cultural and economic consequences of festival movement development. Fourthly, the study of interaction of classical heritage and creative branches in St. Petersburg puts the problem of preservation of local specialties of the region.

Cultural development in modern society proceeds in various forms and interact with different social and economic spheres. One of the important tendencies is a formation of the creative industries combining features of traditional cultural products and innovative ways of its functioning. Creative branches create new cultural products which are presented to the consumers by essentially new channels. New creative clusters use modern technologies of creation and reproduction of cultural products and thus receive direct feedback with the consumer. It causes not only the raise of the educational level of population, but also brings the life changes. The consumers included in the creative industries develop their own creative abilities. Participation in creation, development and interpretation of creative products leads such people to develop creativity and gives them new measurement of their life. However, traditional cultural products, first of all, created with help of cultural heritage, also continue to play a role among the effects of cultural activity.

The culture and economy have a number of levels of interaction and interference. The concept of the «creatives» industries which appeared in the late nineties is based on definition «the cultural industries», considered even in works of representatives of the Frankfurt school (first of all M.Horkheimer and T.W.Adorno). Introduced by the sociologists specified above and theorists of culture the concept of «the cultural industries» has caused criticism, first of all, because of complexity in definition and perception of the term «culture». In some perception culture associates with something that demands big expenses from the state, but brings not enough advantage. The cultural products according to this point of view are orientated towards educated class. «Such an interpretation tends itself to an analysis which suggests that access to and understanding of what is socially defined as high culture are doled out in doses sufficient only to create respect for the symbolic goods which dominant status groups controls» [7, 378].

Besides, the cultural industries didn't include the computer technologies which fastly developed in the end of XX century. This caused the revision of the concept of «the cultural industries» and has led to a new term - «the creative industries». The creative or cultural industries mean an economic activities which are concerned with the generation or exploitation of knowledge and information. UK Government Department for Culture, Media and Sport determines creative industries as «those industries which have their origin in individual creativity, skill and talent and which have a potential for wealth and job creation through the generation and exploitation of intellectual property». [2] The concept of the creative industries corresponds to a level of development of a postindustrial society and includes set of various kinds of visual and performing arts, media environment and the technical invention, based on the individual creative beginning. These are such spheres as architecture, theater, design, music, fashion, cinema, publishing, sound recording, the fine arts, computer technologies etc. The concentration of the various firms occupied with cultural manufacture in sphere of the creative industries, in one territory leads to creation of «creative clusters» e.g. different former industrial territories.

There are many examples when creative clusters, created in earlier marginal districts of industrial (and not) cities led to the revival of the whole areas, creating positive image to all city. One of the most well-known are: Liverpool, Manchester and Sheffield, where former industrial regions were filled by the small creative industry companies. Following the western experience in Russia it began to appear similar projects in Moscow (for example, the Center of the modern art «Winery», the Center of the creative industries «IROJEKT-FABRIKA», the first design factory «Bottles») and also in St. Petersburg, in Perm and in other regions. The first «creative clusters» in Russia was founded in 1989 in St. Petersburg (in Leningrad). It was Art Center «Pushkinskaja-10» which exists until now. St.-Petersburg has the status of «Russia's Cultural Capital». For the first time this term was officially fixed in 1997 in frameworks of «The Strategic Plan of St. Petersburg» [6]. The Government of Petersburg has chosen the status of «Russia's Cultural Capital» as one of constant designations of the city along with names «Northern Venice», «The Second Capital» or «City on Neva». After almost 10 years in «Petersburg Strategy of Preservation of a Cultural Heritage» accepted by the city government in 2005 the informal status of a city as «Cultural Heritage» was emphasized. However, neither in that, nor in other documents the creative industries were not mentioned as one the basis of development of city space.

In frameworks of «The Strategic Plan of St. Petersburg» there has been an idea to introduce «brand» of Petersburg as a «Cultural Capital» of Russia. In order to put forward the plan the task 2.3.2: «to Strengthen the importance of St. Petersburg as a cultural capital, venue of public actions of world value» [6] was formulated. These were the years of the beginning of development of the international festival projects in a City on Neva. If to consider «The Petersburg Strategy of Preservation of a Cultural Heritage» (2005) it could be noticed the only priority of the document - protection (studying, restoration and preservation) of the cultural objects. For this purpose within the limits of «Strategy» use of modern mass media, audiovisual means and advertising receptions, stimulation of private and public projects are supposed [5].

According to the analysis of the given documents one can come to the conclusion that both of them ascertain the necessity of development and popularization of a cultural heritage of St-Petersburg, but don't suggest introducing the creative industries as one of mechanisms
of interaction of a cultural heritage and the creative industries. The Petersburg Strategy of Preservation of a Cultural Heritage declares that private and public projects should be directed on active involving of the representatives of business, intellectual elite, youth and veterans to this activity [5]. One of the main problems is the solution of this problem, which is aimed at the support of the representatives of the creative industries and the creation of the firms involved in sphere of the cultural and creative industries, and also the creation of creative clusters in Petersburg. Occurrence of the new enterprises in sphere of the creative industries demands complex measures. But detailed consideration of this theme isn't included into the given research.

The concept of "Cultural Capitals" has been borrowed from tradition of the European Union ageing already quarter of the century to choose one or two cities as a "Cultural Capital of Europe" for a period of one year. According to the European tradition, there are various international festivals and cultural activities, new buildings of cultural appointment in a city chosen informal capital of Europe are under construction. So, it is possible to state that the tradition to organize various festivals has been borrowed in the Western Europe. The given research is devoted to the analysis of such a unique cultural phenomenon as the Petersburg cultural festivals.

For the last 15 years St.-Petersburg actively develops numerous festival programs in the cultural sphere, which has appeared to be one of the important parts of "brand" of the city. According to the statistics, in Petersburg and Leningrad region about 300 festivals of various genres are held annually. To name just a few of them: numerous festivals devoted to classical, jazz and popular music, classical and modern dance, the Russian literature, floristics, fashion, music, theatrical activity, ethnic culture (Russian, Japanese, Scottish and others), a fashion, ecology, bikers and fans of Japanese animation etc.

The information on more than 150 cultural festivals is presented in the official site of St. Petersburg Administration [4], however the given electronic resource exists only in Russian. The empirical part of the research is based on the statistical data of the given site. As the status of "Russia's Cultural Capital" is significant enough for Petersburg, the city authorities pay particular attention to the problem of development of various cultural events, both international and local.

The considerable number of festivals represents classical Petersburg culture. Such events are connected with St. Petersburg already by its name, mentioning also famous monuments of Petersburg or honourable citizens. These are, for example, festivals "The Admiralty Music" Day of Memory of A. Pushkin, "The Musical Hermitage", "The Defile on Neva", "Cultural Capitals", "The Petersburg Musical Spring", "Delta of Neva", "The Wreath of Glory of Alexander Nevsky" and others. The traditional ethnic Russian culture is represented by such festivals, as "Pancake Week", "Imperial Gardens of Russia", "Academy of Orthodox Music", "The Slavic Ring", and "Russian Fairy Tale".

The majority of the Petersburg festivals are international (have in their titles a words like international or opened), some of them are devoted culture of other countries. They amount to more than 60 percent of such festivals and competitions presented on an official site of Administration of St. Petersburg. Among the international festivals such are devoted culture Administration of St. Petersburg. Among the international festivals such are devoted culture Administration of St. Petersburg. Among the international festivals such are devoted culture Administration of St. Petersburg. Among the international festivals such are devoted culture Administration of St. Petersburg. Among the international festivals such are devoted culture Administration of St. Petersburg. Among the international festivals such are devoted culture Administration of St. Petersburg. Among the international festivals such are dedicated to the creation of cultural and creative industries. Also the number of employees among the organizers of festivals who have been educated or have had study placement abroad has risen. Thus, it is possible to ascertain presence at Petersburg the international cultural contact. For the last 15 years St.-Petersburg actively develops numerous festival programs in the cultural sphere, which has appeared to be one of the important parts of "brand" of the city. According to the statistics, in Petersburg and Leningrad region about 300 festivals of various genres are held annually. To name just a few of them: numerous festivals devoted to classical, jazz and popular music, classical and modern dance, the Russian literature, floristics, fashion, music, theatrical activity, ethnic culture (Russian, Japanese, Scottish and others), a fashion, ecology, bikers and fans of Japanese animation etc.
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The method of participant observation has given the author of this research the possibility to ascertain the gradual enlargement of a number of foreign participants and spectators of cultural festivals in Petersburg. Also the number of employees among the organizers of festivals who have been educated or have had study placement abroad has risen. Thus, it is possible to ascertain presence at Petersburg the international cultural contact.
international image of Petersburg as «Russia’s Cultural Capital». Development of «cultural tourism» in various cities of the world has led to creation of such new direction, as the industry of impressions which it is understood not only show business, but also as an industry of involvement. «Today, it is one of the world’s most important industries – and the most global» [1, 1]. Meetings with creative personalities, workshops, interactive actions and competitions among spectators can make new creative ways of activity popular. It leads to a new (creative) leisure activities, to improvement of quality of life and to creation of new firms in sphere of the creative industries. Thus, a considerable number of people are involved into the creative industries as makers and consumers of new creative products.

Tourist business especially cultural tourism as an example of introduction of the creative industries is a very important sphere of economy of Petersburg. The «Cultural Capital» of Russia has many objects of the classical cultural heritage which is necessary to keep and make it popular. Cultural festivals in our city get involved in the activity of the companies of the creative tourism. The development of cultural festivals in Petersburg allows to develop the creative industries and to involve of tourists and the investments in the city.

Conclusions of this study are such. St. Petersburg Administration ascertain the necessity of development and popularization of a cultural heritage of St. Petersburg. But in our state aren’t practical aspects of the state backing of the creative industries as one of mechanisms of interaction of a cultural heritage and the creative industries. Secondly, Petersburg festivals are very popular and can be an example of rise and distribution of creative cultural products. Thirdly, cultural «tourism» remains a fast-growing industry, and a major contributor to local, regional and national economies [3, 3]. It puts the problem of preservation of local specialties of the region and balancing the potential social and economic benefits of tourism developments. Fourthly, the main part of St. Petersburg festivals underlines features of the local culture. It is first of all museums, music (classical, jazz and Russian rock), classical ballet and famous citizens of St. Petersburg (Alexander Pushkin, Sergey Prokofiev, prince Alexander Nevsky and other). Also cultural festivals in St. Petersburg can be means for reservation and development of local culture.

The study was implemented in the framework of the programme of fundamental studies of the Higher School of Economics in 2010-2012 (№ 56 «Innovative forms of interaction between cultural heritage and the creative industries»).
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